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WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT   

Carl Morris BVF PRESIDENT  

Hi all 

I hope you are all ready and prepared for Christmas - it’s already upon us. 

Welcome to our last Newsletter of the year. I hope you find the articles 

interesting. Nicola has worked very hard putting them all together. 

In this issue we have reports from the Home Nations detailing their results and 

experiences of the London Commonwealth Games which, I’m sure you would 

agree was a fantastic event. Plus Gillian’s very comprehensive account of the 

World Championships in Zadar. 

I enjoyed reading a very interesting bio of our founder, the one and only Henry 

De Silva, who started the Vets 35 years ago and has witnessed it blossoming into 

the huge international movement that we see today. 
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The EVF report carries the great news that the FIE have agreed to allow 40-49 

year olds to compete in World Championship events. 

And our own multiple World and Commonwealth Champion Jane Hutchison 

gives her account of how she got involved in fencing. This has been a 

spectacular medal tally. I think if she gets any more gongs they might have to 

move to a bigger house!  

Finally I want to draw your attention to our most recent innovation: The Veteran 

Car Share Facebook Group. We first started talking about this in relation to 

sustainability issues. Fencing isn’t exactly the greenest of pursuits given the 

amount of travel involved. We thought that if we could encourage a car share 

scheme it would cut down on emissions and also save on costs but how could 

we help?  With Guildford scheduled for early January and the threat of 

impending rail strikes the idea of car sharing became a more urgent 

consideration for those intending to travel by rail. So Luce has set up a Veterans 

Car Share Facebook page and you are all invited to join. We can’t coordinate 

responses and we’re not sure how successful it will be. As far as we are aware 

this has never been done before. It’s simply a way of either asking for lifts to 

events or announcing that you are travelling to an event and that you have 

spare seats available. It will be down to individuals to respond either on the post  

or Messenger. We are aware that not all have access to FB so Nicola has kindly 

offered to help coordinate for people who would like to carshare.  Just email 

her with your details or requests and if she can coordinate any assistance she 

will. -  nicola.broadbartlett@gmail.com 

Finally I would like to wish you and your families a very happy Christmas and an 

enjoyable 2023 year of fencing. 

Carl 

BVF President 
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Words from our Nations  

 Tales from Wales 

Welsh Veterans round-up!      

 

A huge thank you to the organising committee and all the volunteers making 

this year’s Commonwealth Fencing Championships a success. Everyone's efforts 

were appreciated by everyone attending regardless of country affiliation. 

 

During the past year the wily Welsh had been cooking over the collective 

cauldrons to brew a plethora of “new” Welsh Veterans ready for August and the 

Commonwealths. 

 

This saw us welcoming Marc Burkhalter, Steve Bateman, Adrian Stoneman to the 

ranks of ME; Alistair Brook, Nick Charles, Nick Hill, Gareth Bashir to MS, Marvin 

Evans to MF, Meg Shepherd-Foster to WE and WF. 

 

As always the spirit and team camaraderie of the Welsh was high, with a remark 

made that “You always know where the Welsh are!”  

 

Exciting individual performances were the order of the week as places on the 

Welsh teams were all to play for with the teams being selected based on the 

places achieved in the individuals. 

 

A swift round-up of the results from the event is by newcomer to the veteran 

ranks, Dr Nick Charles taking the silver in the individual men's sabre, with Ruth 

Silverstone the bronze in the individual women's epee. Strong performances 

from Marion Thomas (WF) finishing in the L8, with Margaret Myers (WF) and 

Richard Beath (MS) taking their respective Gold Age group medals, the ME 

Team of Marc Burkhalter, Steven Bateman, Oliver Massey and Neale Thomas 

taking the bronze. This was to be the only team medal Wales were able to hoist, 

Wales being the “Bridesmaid” in the ensuing bronze medal playoffs, with the MS 

team just edged out 40-45 to Canada, MF 41-45 to Australia, WF 38-45 to 

Canada and WS 32-45 to Scotland, with WE winning their first DE to face the 

eventual Gold medallist, Scotland in the L8, losing 41-45. 

 

The Welsh Veterans Championships was next tournament, organised and 

hosted by Gwent Sword Club, where cake, tea, conversation and laughter 

flowed as we all caught up with each other. 

 

Many of the Welsh elected to fence in more than one event where much 

hilarity ensued with spectators yelling such encouraging words as “Don't cross 

your feet” while simultaneously laughing so much they cried with those fencers 
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trying sabre for the first time. 

 

Welsh Champions for 2022-2023: WS: Emma Waller, WF: Marion Thomas, WE: Ruth 

Silverstone. 

MS: Ceri Thomas, MF: Marvin Evans, ME: Marc Burkhalter. The Master of Arms 

trophies awarded to Marion Thomas and Oliver Massey. 

 

A final shout out to the Welsh Fencers representing GBR in Zadar, Croatia. 

Marion Thomas, WF, Margaret Myers WF & WS, Patricia Shepherd-Foster WS, Ceri 

Thomas, MS, Carl Morris MS, Rob Phelps ME, and a little “sorry” to Lyn Robinson 

who due to ill health had to decline her WS place. 

 

Until the Welsh see you in Guildford, have a Happy Christmas and Joyful New 

Year. Nadolig Llawen a Blwydyn Newydd Dda! 

 

Lyn Robinson. Chair, Welsh Veterans Fencing. 

 

Scottish Veterans on the international stage 

Scottish fencers comprised 12.5% of the British Team at the World Championships 

in Zadar, a total of nine fencers. Congratulations to Sheila Anderson, Georgina 

Usher and Hugh Kernohan, who each won an individual bronze medal.   

Sheila went out 7/6 to the gold medallist, AM Walters, USA, Georgina 10/8 to the 

silver medallist, L Milanoli, Italy and Hugh 10/5 to the gold medallist, V Sokolov, 

Ukraine. 

Six Scottish fencers were instrumental in securing team success in four weapons. 

Mike McKay MF, bronze, Hugh Kernohan ME, bronze, Georgina Usher WE, silver 

and Vivian Firth and Silvia Brown silver in WS.  Michele Narey was non-fencing 

Captain for WS. 

A good contribution and enjoyable competition. 

Commonwealth Championships, London  

It was good to see 37 Scottish Veterans taking part in the Commonwealth 

Championships across all weapons, with Mike McEwan, Iain Fielding and Kevin 

Milne doubling up, and Lorna Smith fencing all three. 

The outstanding results were Mo Mansouri MS, and Georgina Usher WE, winning 

gold in their individual events and Beatrice Taylor WF, bronze. Great fencing 

and exciting matches to watch.   
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Our age group champions are - MS, Mo Mansoori 40-49, Julian Ghosh, 60-69, WS 

Viv Frith 70+, WF Beatrice Taylor 40-49, WE Georgina Usher, 50-59, ME Andrew 

Brown 70+ 

Three of our teams reached the podium.   

• WE won Gold, Karen Grant, Lorna Smith, Maggie Tait, Georgina Usher, 

• MF won Silver, Rory Gibson, Mike McKay, Nick Mort, Paul Stanbridge 

• WS won Bronze, Vivien Frith, Rosalind Graham, Michele Narey, Yvonne 

Walls 

Womens Epee 

Four fencers competed in the individual: Karen Grant, Maggie Tait, Lorna Smith 

and Georgina Usher who was competing in her first Veteran Commonwealths. 

From the start Georgina dominated the tournament and was ranked first after 

the poules. This earned her a bye into the last 32 and she progressed easily 

through all her fights to the final where she beat Karen Laansoo of Canada 

10/5. She also won the 50-59 age group medal.  Maggie Tait came 22nd, Lorna 

Smith 38th and Karen Grant 40th.  

 

The team of the same four fencers were ranked 4th out of seven. The team 

fenced Wales and won 45/41. This put them in the last four where they met the 

top seeds England. In another tight match they managed a fantastic win 45/37 

going through to the gold medal match against Australia.  

 

This match was very close all the way through with the lead swapping from side 

to side. In the final match between Georgina and Abigail Nutt, who had won 

bronze in the individual, hits were traded, and the teams were equal at time. 

Scotland won the priority and within the first few seconds Georgina landed the 

winning hit to secure the team gold for Scotland.  

 

Mens Epee 

Eleven Scottish epeeists lined up, from the stalwarts who are always there like 

Sam McCarlie to newcomers like Sandy Barnes. This was the largest competition 

with 119 fencers. Only Hugh Kernohan reached the last 32 where he was well 

beaten by England's Greg Allen.   

 

Andrew Brown won the 70+ age group medal. 

 

The team of Andrew Brown, Niall Campbell, Malcolm Downie, and Hugh 

Kernohan never really troubled a strong Welsh outfit, going down 45-29.  More 
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fun was had afterwards in an impromptu match on a spare piste against New 

Zealand, led by expatriate Kyle Macdonald. 

 

But everyone will be pleased to know that Erik Moncrieff, who collapsed while 

checking his pool sheet, is making a good recovery at home in Shetland. Many 

thanks are due to the fencing doctors on nearby pistes who were applying CPR 

within seconds of Erik crashing to the floor. 

 

Mens Foil  

 

Seven Scots out of 77 entered the 2022 event in London hoping to emulate the 

incredible performance from Canberra 2018 where they swept the board taking 

Gold, Silver, and Bronze in the individual, alongside two Age Group golds and 

the Team Gold. Not much to live up to then! 

 

An incomplete 128 direct elimination round saw all Scots bar McEwan having a 

bye, but he made light work of his opponent 10-2 to join his compatriots in the 

L64. 

 

Given their lower seedings, Milne and McEwan faced tough matches and both 

bowed out at this stage. The remaining Scots made the L32 without too many 

dramas, but things began to hot up at this stage. McKay and Stanbridge drew 

each other which McKay won. Mort bowed out in a very tight fight, 9-10, as did 

Fielding 7-10, and Gibson 5-10 (to the bronze medallist Ellison) 

 

This left McKay as the sole Scot flying the flag in the L16, winning to make the L8 

and an outing on the coloured pistes against Ellison, with the bonus of being 

live-streamed. Despite a spirited performance by McKay, Ellison won 10-7. 

 

The team consisting of McKay, Mort, Stanbridge, and Gibson took to the piste 

three days later.  Placings from the individual put Scotland as 2nd seed out of 

four, with semi-finals to determine who would contest for Gold and who would 

fight for Bronze. Scotland drew Australia, bronze medallists from Canberra and 

led by Tyschenko the winner of the individual. 

 

Scotland dominated from the start. Gibson smashed Tyschenko 5-0 to set the 

tone with McKay and Stanbridge following up to allow Australia only three hits 

from the first three bouts. Scotland ran out easy 45-21 winners to set up a repeat 

of the Canberra final against the Auld Enemy, England. 
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In the final Scotland again went on the offensive to open a 20-10 lead after four 

bouts. Bouts 5 and 6 saw a major swing in momentum which left England with a 

three hit lead going into the last three bouts 30-27. A further -2 over bouts 7 and 

8 left McKay with it all to do in the final bout against Abidogun from 35-40 down. 

A blistering start by McKay saw the lead reduced to 41-39 before Abidogun 

regained his composure and opened the lead out to 43-39. Again, the Scottish 

fencer dug deep to close to 43-41 but the need to chase the fight was leaving 

openings for his opponent. Abidogun grabbed the final two hits to take England 

to Gold. Another compelling and extremely close match like Canberra but 

unfortunately for the Scots a reversal of that result. 

 

Womens Foil 

Five fencers entered the individuals: Sheila Anderson, Ruth Davidson – fencing in 

her first international competition, Helen Pitt, Marie Steele, and Beatrice Taylor in 

her first appearance for Scotland.  

 

Beatrice won a bronze medal and the 40-49 age group medal, a great result 

and we look forward to her being an ongoing part of the Scottish Team. Sheila 

Anderson and Helen Pitt made the last 16, Marie Steele the last 32, with Ruth 

Davidson going out in the incomplete 64. 

 

The team consisting of Sheila, Ruth, Helen, and Marie, were seeded 5th out of 

five after the individuals and fenced Wales for a place in the last four. It was a 

very close match, losing 45/44 in the final minute, with Marie Steele giving a 

fighting performance to the last. 

 

Mens Sabre 

We had eight fencers in the individual and Mo Mansoori took the top spot, 

achieving our first individual gold medal. Mo was ranked 19th after the poules, 

earning a bye into the last 64. He beat Richard Cohen 10/5, and defeated 

Ruben Nash in a close fought match 10/9. He then met his third English fencer 

Ellison, who was the 3rd seed, progressing through to the last 8. In an exciting 

final he beat Nick Charles of Wales 10/6. He also won the 40-50 age group 

medal. 

 

Julian Ghosh reached the last 8 winning the 60-69 age group medal. 

 

Final placings were: 1 Mo Mansoori , 8 Julian Ghosh, 26 Keith Davidson, 27 Kevin 

Milne, 28 David. McDougall, 36 Lindsay Rodger’s, 39 Richard Foster, 57 Sam 

McCarlie. 
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The team consisting of Richard Foster, Mo Mansoori, Kevin Milne and Paul 

Vaughn were ranked 4th and fenced England in the table of eight. Sadly, they 

lost the match and finished 5th.  

 

Womens Sabre 

Five Scottish Women Sabreurs entered the event. Viv Frith made the L8, Rosalind 

Graham and Lorna Smith made the L16, and Michele Narey and Yvonne Walls 

made the L32. 

 

Viv and Yvonne met each other in the L32 which was unfortunate, and Viv won 

10-7. She went on to beat Caroline Clancy 10-5 in the L16 and lost to 1st seed 

Lucy Wright in the L8. 

 

Ros won her L32 fight against Sylvia Brown 10-6 then lost to Jacqueline Esimaje-

Heath 10-5 in the L16. 

 

Lorna beat Lynne Williams 10-9 in the L32 and went out to 2nd seed Wendy 

Yano from Canada in the L16. 

 

Michelle lost 10-7 to Canadian Grace Born in the L32. 

 

The team comprising of Viv, Ros, Yvonne, and Michelle were seeded third after 

the individual event. 

The team received a bye into the semi-final and lost a very closely contested 

fight 45-41 against Canada. The team then took on Wales for the bronze medal 

winning 45-32. It was fantastic to have a full Scottish women’s sabre team which 

I am sure will go from strength to strength. 

 

Contribitors: Sheila Anderson, Karen Grant, Michelle Narey, Keith Davidson, 

Hugh Kernohan, Mike McKay.  

 

 
 

A welcome from Ev, newly elected Chair for England Veteran Fencing 

I am delighted to have been elected as chair of England Veterans Fencing. 

We need to say a massive thank you from all English fencers to John Crouch 

who has been our leader since the role was first created. Under his leadership 

we have had many successes, including having never lost the Home 

Internationals! 
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Well done to all our nation’s fencers who competed at the World 

Championships. Just to fence at that level is an awesome achievement. 

As an aside, I think Yorkshire technically were 13th in the medals table. 

This role is not about me, it is about listening to you and trying to achieve what 

you would like to happen in England Veterans Fencing. To this end I have 

created an England Veterans Fencing Facebook page, please feel free to 

message the committee with questions or suggestions, or send pertinent articles 

to it. 

En Guarde and happy fencing!  

Ev van Gemeren Chair England Vets fencing 

 
 

Words from Northern Ireland 

“I can’t wait to be a veteran” 

In this strange, post-Covid time (well almost) it was marvellous just to be in Zadar, 

Croatia for the World Veteran Fencing Championships. To win a silver medal in 

the Women's Team Epee must count as a high point in my fencing career. 

 I can only thank the many people that contributed to this, coaches, club-

mates, all on the BVF Committee, Gillian Aghajan as Team Manager, and 

Nicola Broad-Bartlett as Team Captain, for all the superb organisation and 

support before and during the event. Also, of course, my wonderful team-mates 

for their friendliness, inclusivity, help and support. Being a part of such a 

cohesive team was just the best experience. Team fencing teaches such 

valuable life lessons and you are never too old to learn! 

Fencing in Northern Ireland is slowly getting back to normal, but for the past two 

years schools have been reluctant to let clubs back in for evening sessions. 

Many of our fencers were very grateful to be welcomed to the Queens 

University Belfast Fencing Club over the past six months. It was amusing recently 

to over-hear the comment from a senior fencer who was coaching a group of 

enthusiastic freshers who had obviously expressed amazement at the age of 

some of us:  "Well, I can't wait to be a veteran!" 

Fiona Haldane, Northern Ireland 
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS  

The BVF would like to take this opportunity to welcome new members who have 

recently joined or in some cases re-joined. Some have kindly taken the time to 

introduce themselves. Look out for them at competitions and don’t forget to say 

hello. We hope this information will also help team captains select for Winton, 

Four Nations and Commonwealth Teams. 

 

 

David Phillips, from Sydney University Epee 

Helen Howell, (maiden name Wood) club Escrime Winchester Epee. Helen was 

an experienced epeeist and fenced up to her early 20s (Birmingham, 

Cambridge and briefly in London). Fencing lapsed with career and family; 

however she is coming back as her son and daughter have taken up the sport.  

Helen enjoys attending local competitions in Hampshire / Southern region, and 

is impressed that her epees still work after 20 years! Outside fencing, she is a 

pensions actuary and a Scout leader. 

Alain Barbasiewicz, fences epee at Reading and looking forward to making 

one or two Vets events next year. 

Catherine Fray fences foil at Bristol 

Simone Bichara-Desecki, a foilist at Oxford University.  Simone works in marketing 

in the Academic Division of Oxford University Press, and as OUP staff, was able 

to join the Oxford University Fencing Club. She was fortunate to come across 

Fencing@Home with Beth Davidson and Stewart Watson during lockdown times, 

and in both places has made some lovely fencing friends. When not fencing she 

swims, draws, and reads. 

Keith McWilliams fences at Huntingdonshire Fencing Club.  He returned to 

fencing last year after a long break and was rather surprised to find himself a 

Veteran. Earlier in his fencing career he fenced foil for the Northern Ireland 

schools and senior team as well as Scottish Universities. He has enjoyed the 
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warm welcome received from so many vets and looks forward to competing 

again. 

Ben Widdicombe Epee at Wimbledon 

Helen Taylor Epee at Evesham 

Catherine Cassai Foil at Tenterden Swords  

Richard Hall Sabre in Guildford 

Elaine Bennett Epee West Lancs 

Shafik Saba  Sabre Camden  

Daisy Barnetson Epee at Lazlo's 

John Barnetson Epee at Lazlo's  

Amy Sneddon, fences foil at London Fencing Club. Has lots of enthusiasm for our 

fantastic sport, which she feels looks great when other people are doing it! 

Always happy to get at least one touch per fight!  

Jill Mooney, Foil & Sabre Harrogate 

Harris Makatsoris, Epee Salle Paul 

Simon Armour, All weapons at Roeder 

Adam and Barbara Harris, Foil at Stourbridge 

Jonathan Cowie, Foil at Bath Sword  

Greerson McMullen, Epee & Foil Lansdowne  

Meg Shepherd-Foster,  Epee, Foil & Sabre Crawley Sword  

Tim Jantayev, a member of the Brighton and Hove fencing club, sabre.  

Simon Blackwell began fencing in 2008 with no idea how much it would 

change his life.  He met his future wife and changed his career after prototyping 

the Fencing SmartBox. While attending Loughborough university as a mature 

student, he regularly fences at Nottingham Cavaliers.  This year he moved back 

to Norfolk so his two young children are closer to their grandparents. 

Alan Browne, Epee and Foil Skipton 

Natalie Coutts, Epee at Haverstock.  Natalie started fencing in her twenties as a 

lefthander.  Along with a work colleague, she decided to take up a sport and 

didn't want to do anything boring, so fencing it was. She learnt all three 
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weapons and carried on with foil. Still a novice, she moved to London in 2003 

joining a club which a few of her South African compatriots attended. Sadly, 

ambitions were cut short when sustaining a foot injury while lunging. After a long 

hiatus she returned to the piste in 2018 joining Haverstock epee club. Whilst still 

trying to shake off some old foil habits she started competitions a year ago and 

fenced the Veterans Commonwealth this year. Now looks forward to 

competing with British Veterans and will see us on the piste! 

Gillian Stone, Foil & Epee Harrogate 

Richard Watkinsern, Hills Sword Epee 

Abby Ragazzon-Smith, Epee Four of Clubs  

 

EVF NEWS   

EVF News 

Caryl Oliver - President 

 

Veterans Fencing in Europe is gathering pace again and it is great to see 

undiminished enthusiasm and continued growth from both fencers and those 

wanting to host competitions and events. 

European Circuit 

Since our first face to face presentation of Fencer of the Year Medals, the various 

organisers of Circuit Competitions are reporting an increase in the numbers of 

fencers wanting to enter their events.    

We conceived of the Circuit to encourage fencers to compete outside their 

borders with the objective of increasing general participation but also to raise the 

standards of veterans fencing throughout Europe. 

It is notable that those who are going to Circuit events are getting improved 

results and more podium appearances. 

More fencers from outside Europe are asking about participating in Circuit Events. 

The answer is that everyone is welcome, everyone will get ranking points but only 

European Fencers can win Fencer of the Year. 
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World Championships - Zadar 

Nowhere was this increasing standard of European Fencers more obvious than at 

the recent World Championships in Croatia. 67 of the 90 medals went to 

European individuals and teams, a testament to the value of competing outside 

your own back yard and getting to know the people you must beat at European 

and World Championships. 

My appreciation to my GBR colleagues who contributed to that medal count! I 

have quietly ignored any other statistics for the purposes of having a European 

gloat moment… 

European Championships – Thionville 

The next big event for European Veterans is in May in Thionville, where we are 

expecting over 1800 fencers, from newcomers to seasoned athletes. It is open 

entry but still through National Federations so start planning and preparing for this 

now. For many weapons it will be a test of endurance and fitness as well as skill! 

Seeding for the European Championships will be based on European Rankings, 

so if you want an easier pool think about doing Circuit Events. 

Forthcoming European Championships: 

2023 – Individual.  Thionville, France 

2024 – Teams. Ciney, Belgium 

2025 – Individual.  Klagenfurt, Austria 

2026, 2027, 2028 – Applications received and will be discussed at the Congress 

in May. 

Last, but by no means least…. 

The FIE Congress has voted on the inclusion of 40+ fencers at the World 

Championships and adopting the Veteran and Grand Veteran Team structure. I 

have been deeply involved in bringing this about and it has been the work of 

many years to finally include the 40 year old veterans.     

A great step forward and more likely to see fencers staying in the sport and 

moving into Veterans fencing straight from seniors.  As I keep saying the numbers 

and the standards just keep going up! 
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SILVER SWORDS 

The inaugural Silver Swords Activator training day at Manchester Fencing Centre 

 

Silver Swords is a new programme to 

increase new participation in fencing for 

over forty year olds. It is the aim to roll out 

this training across the UK with age 

appropriate activities delivered by 

current veteran fencers. 

 

The first Silver Swords Activator training 

day took place at Manchester Fencing 

Centre in November with nine veteran 

fencers signed up to become BVF 

activity deliverers for their clubs. 

 

Project designer Beth Davidson, British 

Fencing Coach Educator Ev van Gemeren and Gillian Aghajan worked with the 

Activators developing basic coaching skills that they could take back to their 

clubs with the intention of creating an environment that is more open to older 

people who have never tried the sport before. Age appropriate warm-ups, 

exercises for functional movements, games for understanding and different 

ways to introduce fencing as a beginner were among the topics. 

 

Beth's aims when designing was "As we age, our bodies need a different 

approach to learning a sport such as fencing. Up-skilling a fencing club's ability 

to offer age appropriate fencing training supporting the physical and mental 

well-being for older people, is hopefully going to make fencing a much more 

accessible sport for these new audiences. The BVF membership have such 

fantastic role-models who are active, competitive and create a social 

community for others to participate! Many of our current veteran fencers are 

already 'Activators', Silver Swords is hopefully going to help, develop and value 

what they do!" 

 

This training session also introduced the idea of a “Spar Day” to the group, a 

format that is competitive but not a competition and which can be managed 

by an Activator to help bring beginners from other participating clubs together 

at a BVF event. Two minutes of epee fencing in poules; two minutes to change 

over fencers; two weapons per piste; no scoring; refereed by the fencers. As 

Beth (a sabreur herself) explained: "Epee was the weapon of choice as it 

negates the need for referees who understand conventional rules and creates 

greater participation for a beginner fencer as they make a transition into 

veteran competitions. The clubs they are affiliated with will train in different 
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weapons but the standard of competition currently is very daunting to a 

beginner. This I hope will help towards long term participation in veterans 

fencing."   

 

 
 

For further information on the Sliver Swords project contact: 

Beth Davidson, NE Region Fencing Development Officer  Tel: 07834884194  

Pictures from Gillian Aghajan  

  

 

RETURNING TO THE PISTE AFTER INJURY 

From the bench to the podium Jane Hutchison 

 

I never planned to become a fencer. Like many others in the Veterans I found 

myself sitting on a bench watching my children in their new sport. I decided to 

do a beginners course in foil simply to understand more of what my children 

were doing. I liked it and thought I might as well join in. I was about 40. The 

Veterans Nationals at Beaumanor was one of my first competitions. I slept in a 

mixed dorm with Henry De Silva banging on the window in the morning to wake 

us up! I really enjoyed the competition, although I was pretty rubbish and have 

Lynne and Andy Bornemisza and John Mason to thank for encouraging me to 

have a go.  
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For me it was always important that if I was going to 

fence then I was not going to take over my children’s 

sport. They were fencing foil so I started epee. It worked 

well but when they all discovered sabre and started to 

compete and train more I found myself back on the 

bench watching. Eventually they said ‘just join in Mum’, 

so I did. Best decision ever. When I picked up a sabre it 

just felt right. I think you know when you hold a weapon. 

  

The adventure started with my first Vets European 

Individual Championships in Cologne in 2001. Loved it 

and made the last 8.  

 

I have had some great results. 2008 was one of my best 

years reaching 6th on the senior ranking and getting selected for some senior A 

grades at 51. I felt privileged to have had that experience and it was pretty 

special to be in the squad with my daughter Jojo. I also won Gold at the Vets 

Worlds in Limoges. I have always had the attitude that it’s not just getting 

selected that matters it’s what you can do when you get there. I have always 

trained hard but I guess I had a head start in that I have always been good at 

sport and would tend to do well at any sport I had a go at, with the exception 

of archery which I was dreadful at!  

 

My approach has not really changed much over the years. I have slowed up a 

bit but feel the only way to keep improving is to fence younger sharper fencers 

and develop techniques to outwit their speed. You never stop learning 

whatever age you are and I love my lessons with my coach Nat Lewis at Bath 

Sword Club. When the mask is down, age is not a thing, performance is.  

 

The toughest time in my fencing career was when I had to take a year out 

following an ACL rupture in a ski accident in February 2019 and subsequent 

reconstruction. The ACL is a ligament that stabilises the knee from slipping 

forward. I had a choice, live with it or fix it. To me it was a no brainer, I was not 

ready to stop hurtling down a piste. So two of my four hamstring ligaments were 

removed and fashioned into a new ligament to replace the old one. A bit of 

drilling and threading, and then a lot of rehab. I joined a lower limb rehab group 

and learned about body mechanics and gradually regained the strength in the 

muscles around the knee. The hamstrings took longer to repair as it can be up to 

two years for the tendons to slowly grow again. The danger was returning too 

soon and re-rupturing. 

 

Rather than spend all my time binge watching Netflix with my leg up I decided 

to stay in touch with fencing by learning more about refereeing, did a couple of 

exams and threw myself out of my comfort zone and in at the deep end. I have 
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learned to respect referees more. It’s a tough job and we are quick to criticise. 

Fencing competitions wouldn’t exist without them, that’s for sure. 

 

Guildford in January 2020 was my first competition back again. I was as anxious 

as hell and nervous to go forward, yet sabre is such an attacking weapon. I 

survived it. I missed the Nationals as I returned from Italy with a cough and was 

isolating and then Covid hit followed by another year off!  

 

Zoom became very much part of our lives. I joined a Strength and Conditioning 

group which met daily and a fencing group that also met daily for not just 

fitness and footwork but to watch videos for fight analysis, talks on fight 

psychology and nutrition and sleep amongst other things. Did more running 

which seemed the obvious sport to do in isolation for outside exercise. The result 

was that when I returned to fencing my legs were pretty much back to fitness 

and probably stronger. I still keep up the Zoom strength training and it’s like 

meeting with a bunch of friends before breakfast.  

 

The Commonwealths in London was my first big test in an individual competition 

post injury and post covid. It was a fantastic event and I felt motivated and 

empowered as well as nervous by being surrounded by so many athletes of all 

ages from many more countries than have taken part before. I fenced against 

girls over 40 from Singapore and Canada on my way to the final against Naomi 

Donaldson from Northern Ireland in the final and my fourth win since my first Vets 

Commonwealth in Wrexham in 2001.   

 

The Worlds in Zadar was the first for me since Livorno in 2018 where I won a 

bronze. I was really nervous and not seeded particularly high. Lost two fights in 

my poule and was then ranked thirteenth. Began to relax after my last 8 fight 

and was thrilled to find myself in a final again. I lost 7:10 but Yi Du Min from 

Australia fenced better than me and it was a great feeling to be there.  

 

I have made good friends in fencing and lost some dear ones one the way. 

Fencing has been a big part of my life since I joined the Vets 25 years ago. My 

kids have grown up. Fencing was a big part of their lives too and met their 

partners through the sport and I now have Grandkids competing in sabre! Such 

a great sport in so many ways. 

 

European individual Championships attended since Age 40 = 9 

Gold 2 

Silver 2 

Bronze 4 
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World individual Championships attended since Age 50 = 12 

Gold 3 

Silver 2 

Bronze 4 

 

 

Commonwealth individual Championships attended since Age 40 = 8 

Gold 4  (+ 1 age group gold 2016) 

Silver 2 

Bronze 2 

 

                               
 

The photos above are Moscow World Final 2009. Jane and children and their 

early foil and epee days. Jojo and Jenny making a rare appearance with Jane 

at Hamlet Sabre 2022.  

 

Jane Hutchison 

 
 

ZADAR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2002 

Veterans World Championships round-up 

 

The first Veterans World Championships post-COVID was anticipated with a 

mixture of emotions for all of us. 

 

Thankfully, all the GBR contingent passed the hurdle of the compulsory FIE RAT 

testing and were able to concentrate on 

fencing and supporting teammates. For 

those who were old-hands it was a joy to 

be at an international event and see 

familiar faces again and for the those 

who were at their first World 

Championships it proved to be a great 
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experience. Zadar itself is a lovely city, steeped in history and there are some 

beautiful surrounding areas. 

 

The venue was very good, the organisation and running of the event excellent, 

and the standard of fencing and refereeing was very high. Our fencers gave it 

their all and we had some very good results: 

 

GBR Medallists 

 

Silver Beth Davidson WS-50 

Silver Jane Hutchison WS-60 

Silver WS Team: Team Captain – Michele Narey 

 Beth Davidson, Jacqueline Esimaje-Heath, Jane Hutchison, Jenny 

Morris, Silvia Brown, Vivien Frith 

Silver WE Team: Team Captain – Nicola Hull 

 Marg Oniye, Georgina Usher, Jane Clayton, Fiona Turnbull, 

 Susan Uff 

Silver ME Team:  Team Captain – Hugh Kernohan  

 Greg Allen, Chris Howser, Hugh Kernohan, Neal Mallett,  

 Bill Osbaldeston, Graham Paul 

Bronze Sheila Anderson WF-60 

Bronze Susan Uff  WF-70 

Bronze John Troiano MF-60 

Bronze Hugh Kernohan ME-60 

Bronze Georgina Usher WE-50 

Bronze Susan Uff  WE-70 

Bronze MF Team: Team Captain – John Troiano 

 Kola Abidogun, Mike McKay, John Troiano, Paul Wedge,  

 Brian Causton, Paul Lowen 

     

 

This medal haul of five silver and seven bronze placed us 10th on the medal 

table. 
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Last 8 

 

Caroline Martin  WS-50  6th  

Silvia Brown   WS-70  5th 

Vivien Frith  WS-70  6th 

Gillian Worman WF-60  5th 

Margaret Myers WF-70  6th 

Kola Abidogun MF-50  7th 

Jane Hutchison WE-60  6th 

Janet Baron  WE-70  5th 

Fiona Haldane WE-70  8th 

 

It was, as it always is, a privilege and a pleasure for me to be GBR Team 

Manager and unofficial photographer, and to support the team. The 

competitiveness, good sportsmanship, good humour, and support for each 

other were a credit to the whole squad.  

 

Congratulations and well done to all. 

 

You can find a full report here: 

VETERAN WORLD FENCING CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022 REPORT - BRITISH FENCING 

 

 

Gillian Aghajan 

GBR Team Manager 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

https://www.britishfencing.com/veteran-world-fencing-championships-2022-report/
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Report and pictures: Gillian Aghajan  
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HENRY DE SILVA-THE INSPIRATION BEHIND THE BVF 

 

The inspiration behind 35 years of BVF 

Henry De Silva created veterans fencing in the UK when he made the inspired 

step of creating the National Veterans Association (NVA) in 1987. The NVA 

became British Veterans Fencing in 2010. He went on to promote veteran 

fencing overseas and helped found associations across Europe. The first 

European championships were held in 1991 and Henry was the first chairman of 

the European association. 

So who is Henry? 

Henry was an only child born in London in the 1930s, however 

conceived in Canada by Canadian parents! At school his 

sports were cross country running and rugby. It wasn’t until 

1949 when he joined the Royal Navy that he was introduced 

to foil fencing. He fenced in the Royal Tournaments and never 

looked back. 

As a fencer, a coach and a referee fencing has taken him 

round the world. At one stage he had a London taxi cab and 

used it to take fencers on road trips to Europe to compete and carry out 

fencing demonstrations. He is renowned for setting up ‘Henry’s Army’ and still 

looks to organise friendly matches across the world. 

After his Naval career he became a PE teacher and lived in Guildford where he 

became actively involved in the Surrey fencing community, producing a 

fencing magazine ‘To the point’ and designing a Surrey fencing badge. His 

passion for the sport saw him going into hospitals and approved schools, were 

he and fencing greats like Gillian Sheen would entertain patients and pupils by 

carrying out fencing displays.   

In the eighties Henry started to sow the seeds for Veteran Fencing. He founded 

the National Veterans Association (NVA) in 1987 and after a competition in 

Germany in 1987 a first meeting was held which led to eleven countries forming 

a European veteran fencing community with the first European Championships 

held in 1991. Henry was the first chairman of the European committee – a 

position he kept for ten years.  

In 1994 he looked to launch veteran commonwealth fencing and recalls the first 

meeting about a veteran fencing Commonwealth Games being held in 

Beaumanor Hall, Leicester. Henry has fenced at every Commonwealth Games 
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and has won four commonwealth medals. He still loves competing, although at 

88 finds it tough having to fence the 40-year-olds ,so would like to endorse an 

Age Group led format for future years and maybe an over 80s age group 

category.  

Henry has a cabinet full of medals. He fences all three weapons, albeit epee is 

his favourite, and he fondly remembers winning his first gold epee medal in 

Tyneside when he was forty.  

As a referee he has been honoured to preside some final bouts, and his stories 

suggest he wasn’t afraid of issuing black cards! 

In 2012 Henry was awarded a Gold Medal by British fencing for his services to 

fencing. It’s a year he remembers well as he also ran the London Marathon. 

Unfortunately, just a year later Henry had a stroke, which affected his left side. 

However, his determination and incredible fitness saw him recover his 

movement to about 95%. 

Jumping to the present day, Henry is still competing and coaching pupils in the 

Isle of Man four days a week. His message to us all is ‘just enjoy it, have fun’. 

                                        

If you would like to be part of ‘Henry’s Army’ he is looking to travel next Easter to 

Ecuador and Barbados so please give him a call to find out more +44 (0) 1624 

880863 

Report by Nicola Hull 

Pictures by Gillian Aghajan (To include Henry at the Commonwealths 22 and the 

25th Anniversary Meal of BVF) 
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If you have a submission for the BVF Newsletter or any comments,   

please  email  nicola.broadbartlett@gmail.com   

  


